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beauty

BEAUTY BEAT

We have been in serious travel mode 
this week and now can’t live without 

the thirst-quenching skin spray, La Mer 
The Mist. Magnetically charged water 

helps maintain the potency of the 
ingredients while marine and botanical 

extracts soothe and hydrate. La Mer 
The Mist, $80, cremedelamer.com.au.

This week I try...
A shiatsu treatment

road 
test

The lowdown The Connoisseur 
Shiatsu treatment has come to me 
by way of a friend who has raved 
about the results. When I realise the 
treatment goes for four hours I hit the 
panic button but my therapist, Mardi, 
says in her instantly soothing way that 
she can tailor it to my needs. “I’m a 
plumber opening up the emotional 
pipes and letting the shit come out,” 
she says. I lie on a giant mattress 
surrounded by cushions as she begins 
my individualised treatment. Mardi 
has studied worldwide, picking up 
unique techniques such as wiggling 
(from Afghanistan) and stretching 
moves from yoga. I feel totally safe 
as she wiggles, rocks and massages 
the tension from my mind and body, 
pulling and stretching me into various 
positions using her feet and hands. 

Pain factor Be prepared for 
a sudden outpouring of emotion.

Downtime Wear a tracksuit for 
comfort and commit to the four hours.

Results The next day I felt more 
energetic than I have in a long time.

Where to get it Sydney: Mardi 
Kendall, Connoisseur Shiatsu, 
0425 302 675. Cost: $100 an 
hour, a portion of which goes to 
support ecoguinea.org. Melbourne: 
Adua Cipolato, Kiki Shiatsu Yoga, 
0409 532 226. Cost: $90 an hour.

At home To hold on to the 
calming moment, try The Body 
Shop Fuji Green Tea Bath Tea, 
$25, thebodyshop.com.au.

Follow Stephanie Darling on Instagram 
@mrssdarling

TREND BEAUTY BOOSTERS Skin is the last cab off the rank when it comes to 
receiving nutrients, so this is invariably the fi rst place to show the strain if your 
digestive system is underperforming. We all love an instant pick-me-up and beauty-
boosting powders hit the spot. Super-charged green supplements help to detox your 
system internally, which in turn helps to clarify your skin and create a healthy glow.

LUXE 
TO LESS

try these...
The Beauty Chef Cleanse 

Inner Beauty Powder, $60. 
Welleco The Super Elixir, $49. 

Raw Complexions Skintox Beauty Food, $33. 

How often should you exfoliate?

WE ASK AN EXPERTcult 
FOLLOWING

 “Add an AHA (alpha hydroxy acid) lotion 
twice a week into your skincare routine 

as an alternative to mechanical exfoliation. 
This will naturally ‘unglue’ the dead skin cells 
and encourage normal skin cell turnover to 

reveal fresher looking skin without scrubbing.”

N E O S T R ATA’ S  K A R E N  VA R K E R

STEPHANIE DARLING HAS A LONG STRESS-RELEASE TREATMENT,  
DISCOVERS A TRAVEL ESSENTIAL AND GETS A SKIN BOOST.

$60 
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